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I have lived in Singapore more than six months. At first I really don’t like their 

food and weather is too hot. But now I think everything is fine because some food 

are delicious. And I always miss my family, I haven’t go back to Taiwan for long 

time. I hope this March I can have leave and go back to meet them and my 

friends. Everything is getting fine now, I hope I can do check in well every day 

without passenger’s complain. 

I have learned a lot of things when I’m under study mentor at the check in 

counter. At first we will have mentor and they will teach you everything about 

check in. My understudy about three weeks then if they think you can do check in 

alone then they will let u solo. That means you will check in without mentor. At 

first day when I was solo, I was so afraid because everything I have to handle by 

myself. But check in is not just give passenger boarding pass. We have to do it 

carefully because some passenger may get angry if u give wrong information or 

they are unhappy about your service then passenger will make complain about 

you after that supervisor will come to talk to you, so not only just check in 

passengers we also have to learn how to do passenger’s request. What I have to 

learn such as how to communicate with passengers, check passenger’s visa 

correctly, be respect to passenger, try to give what passenger request, how to use 

check in system and how to greet passenger. Day by day I know how to check in 

fast and correctly. I should appreciate my mentor’s teaching that makes me check 

in smoothly now. Sometimes passengers will shout at you or not satisfied about 



their seat then if we are not able to give them what they want and we have to be 

patient to explain to them, so at the check in counter communication is very 

important, otherwise you will get in trouble if passenger make complain to you. 

Also, as customer service we are the first one to face people at the airport. We need 

to check passenger’s face is as same as passport and remind passenger don’t put or 

carry shark items or liquid more than 100 ml in check in baggage, also the hand 

carry can’t more than seven kilogram . If passenger has excess weigh then we have 

to tell passenger if they want to repack or pay for excess. Those duties we have to 

do it correctly otherwise we will have some trouble. I have to understand or how to 

face all things because this is my choice to come to Singapore to do this job even I 

will face some difficulty. I don’t feel any regret about my decision. I also will go 

out with colleagues on the weekend. In Singapore here are many places to visit. I 

know how to release my pressure from my work even I have bad mood on my work 

I don’t bring it home and just keep in mind that don’t make the mistake again. I 

want to play in Singapore also I can do my work well. I hope I will become the new 

person after I learned all things. 

 













 


